DEPARTMENT OF NURSURY
ALL INDIA INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES

Short Rate inquiry no. COE-1274/NS/CB-40/2013-14  Dated: 28/04/2014

Subject: Short Rate Inquiry for purchasing of SECADOR Desiccator Cabinet.

Dear M/s

A Short Rate Inquiry has been invited the rates for purchasing of SECADOR Desiccator Cabinet (401080).

Technical Specifications for SECADOR Desiccator Cabinet:  (Approx. Cost Rs. 50,000)

1. Should have maximum vacuum of 1 Torr (1.33 X 10^-4 Mpa) for 72 hrs.
2. Should have greaseless airtight vacuum seal.
3. Should be highly transparent, shatter-proof and easy to clean.
4. Should have maximised utilisation internal space.

The quotation should be submitted in sealed envelope containing the price you have offered. The quotations may please be addressed to Professor P Sarat Chandra, Room No. - 607, 6th floor, C N Centre, Department of Neurosurgery, AIIMS, Ansari Nagar, New Delhi-110029, in sealed envelopes and should be sent by post/courier so as to reach by 10/05/2014 at 01:00 PM. Please mention on the envelope "Quotation for MAC SECADOR Desiccator Cabinet.

The quotation may be open on 11/05/2014 at 03:00 at the office of Store officer, Research Section, AIIMS, New Delhi

Firm submit the following:
1. Firm should submit Price Reasonable Certificate
2. Firm should submit the under taking on the letter that the firm has not been black listed
3. Firm should submit the under taking on the letter that the firm has no vigilance case pending against supply/firm.

Terms and conditions:
1. Only quotation completed in all respect will be entertained.
2. Item wise price should be quoted as per the specification.
3. Payment will be made after receiving the items in good conditions and satisfactory installation.
4. Please mention the VAT/CST extra if any
5. The firm must supply the items within the date mentioned on the supply order copy.
6. No extra transportation charges will be given to the firm.

Prof P Sarat Chandra
Department of Neurosurgery

CC: Account officer Research Section, Administrative officer Research Section, Store officer Research Section